**BIO-SEA and its partner DAMEN win a new contract**

The only French ballast water treatment manufacturer *BIO-SEA* and its Dutch partner *DAMEN* have just won a new contract for a retrofit system for a Mega Yacht. The *BIO-SEA90* system will be installed on the boat.

*BIO-SEA* is indeed one of the Dutch group’s worldwide suppliers for their One Stop BWT Retrofitting Service.

*BIO-SEA* has equipped many vessels, with reliable, innovative, modular and cost efficient retrofit UV based systems.

The *BIO-SEA 30, 60 and 90 range* is the best solution for ballast water treatment, perfectly adapted to vessels with small pump capacities.

**About BIO-SEA by BIO-UV**

The sole and unique French ballast water treatment specialist *BIO-UV* designs and manufactures the complete ballast water treatment system *BIO-SEA*, which combines mechanical filtration and high UV dose disinfection, without any chemical treatment whatsoever, made with high marine quality components.

*BIO-UV* is an innovative industrial company created in May 2000. The *BIO-UV* Group designs, manufactures and markets systems and concepts of disinfection by ultraviolet light (UV-C) adapted to a large number of applications.

The *BIO-SEA* products are IMO type approved, USCG AMS accepted and USCG type approval currently in process.

For more information: [http://www.ballast-water-treatment.com](http://www.ballast-water-treatment.com)

**About Damen Shipyards Group**

*Damen Shipyards* Group operates 40 ship and repair yards, employing 8.000 people worldwide. Damen has delivered more than 5.000 vessels in more than 100 countries and delivers approximately 180 vessels annually to customers worldwide.

Based on its unique, standardised ship-design concept, Damen provides high-quality competitive retrofit packages for all vessel types.

For more information: [http://www.damen.com](http://www.damen.com)